A pair of vertices of a graph is called an even pair if every chordless path between them has an even number of edges. A graph is minimally even pair free if it is not a clique, contains no even pair, but every proper induced subgraph either contains an even pair or is a clique. Hougardy (European J. Combin. 16 (1995) 17-21) conjectured that a minimally even pair free graph is either an odd cycle of length at least ÿve, the complement of an even or odd cycle of length at least ÿve, or the linegraph of a bipartite graph. A diamond is a graph obtained from a complete graph on four vertices by removing an edge. In this paper we verify Hougardy's conjecture for diamond-free graphs by adapting the characterization of perfect diamond-free graphs given by Fonlupt and Zemirline (Maghreb Math. Rev. 1 (1992) .
Introduction
In this paper all graphs are ÿnite, undirected, and have neither loops nor multiple edges. A pair of vertices of a graph is called an even pair if every chordless path between them has an even number of edges. Recently, there has been great interest in even pairs because of their use in proving certain classes of graphs are perfect, and in designing combinatorial, polynomial-time algorithms to color certain types of perfect graphs optimally (see the survey paper by Everett et al. [3] ).
Not all graphs have even pairs. For example, cliques trivially avoid even pairs, and odd cycles avoid them too. This leads us to a fundamental and an important open problem in this area, namely to characterize those graphs that (nontrivially) have no even pairs. From an algorithmic point of view, for general graphs there is a negative result by Bienstock [2] that states that it is a co-NP-complete problem to decide whether a graph contains an even pair. On the other hand, for perfect graphs, there is evidence to support a conjecture by Reed (see [3] ) that states that even pair testing is polynomial when restricted to the class of perfect graphs.
In this paper we are interested in a speciÿc conjecture by Hougardy that, if true, would make a large step towards understanding even pair free graphs. More precisely, a graph is minimally even pair free if it is not a clique, contains no even pair, but every proper induced subgraph either contains an even pair, or is a clique. Meyniel [9] was the ÿrst to pose the problem of characterizing all minimally even pair free graphs (Meyniel used di erent terminology). Hougardy [6] conjectured that a minimally even pair free graph is either an odd cycle of length at least ÿve, the complement of an even or odd cycle of length at least ÿve, or the linegraph of a bipartite graph. Hougardy's conjecture has been veriÿed for planar graphs, bull-free graphs, and claw-free graphs [3] .
In this paper we verify Hougardy's conjecture for diamond-free graphs by adapting the characterization of perfect diamond-free graphs given by Fonlupt and Zemirline [4] (see Fact 11 below) . The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce deÿnitions, notation, and the odd join operation which enables us to prove that a minimum counterexample to Hougardy's theorem is at least 3-connected. In the following section we prove a di erent type of connectivity result; namely, we prove that the removal of a vertex and all edges between its neighbors cannot disconnect a diamond-free, minimally even pair free graph. The ÿnal section brings all of the pieces together to complete the proof of Hougardy's conjecture for diamond-free graphs.
Oddjoins and small separators
In this section we introduce the oddjoin operation and use it to prove that a minimum counterexample to Hougardy's theorem is at least 3-connected. We ÿrst introduce some deÿnitions and notation. An odd (resp. even) hole is a chordless odd (resp. even) cycle with at least ÿve vertices. An odd (resp. even) antihole is the complement of an odd (resp. even) hole. A diamond is a graph obtained from a complete graph on four vertices by removing an edge. Note that a diamond-free graph contains no antiholes with more than six vertices. Also note that bipartite graphs have even pairs.
A path from the vertex x to the vertex y is called an xy-path. If P is an xy-path, then P[x; y], P(x; y], P[x; y), and P(x; y) denote the path P, the subpath P − x, the subpath P −y, and the subpath P −{x; y}, respectively. The path P[x; y] will sometimes also be denoted by P xy .
If z is a vertex of G, then E(z) denotes the set of edges in the graph induced by N (z) (this is di erent than the notation used by Fonlupt and Zemirline). Other undeÿned or unexplained notation is standard. The following lemma has been rediscovered many times. We include a proof for completeness. Lemma 1. A minimally even pair free graph has no separating clique.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that G is a minimally even pair free graph and that Q is a separating clique of G. Assume that G is chosen so that V (G) is as small as possible. Let C 1 be the vertices of a component of G −Q and set C 2 =V (G)−(Q ∪C 1 ).
If both G 1 and G 2 are cliques, then any nonadjacent pair of G is an even pair, a contradiction. Assume G 1 is not a clique. Because G 1 has fewer vertices than G and it is not a clique, it must have an even pair {a; b}. Now, every ab-path of G that uses vertices of G − G 1 must have a chord since such a path must pass through Q at least two times, so {a; b} must be an even pair in G, a contradiction. A similar argument can be used if G 2 is not a clique.
An edge is odd if it is not an edge of any triangle in G. Let S be a subset of vertices of a graph G(V; E). A vertex u ∈ V − S is uniform with respect to S if all induced paths of G from u to S have the same length modulo 2.
We shall need the following technical lemma.
Lemma 2. If G is a minimally even pair free linegraph of a bipartite graph and ab is an odd edge of G; then no vertex of G is uniform with respect to {a; b}.
Proof. Suppose that G is the linegraph of the bipartite graph H . The vertices a and b correspond to edges of H . Because ab ∈ E(G), the edges a and b of H share a common vertex; call it z. Now z must have degree two in H , otherwise the edge ab is contained in a triangle of G, contradicting that ab is an odd edge of G. Suppose that u is an arbitrary vertex of V (G) − {a; b}. Let x and y be the vertices of H corresponding to the endpoints of the edge u. Note that, because z has degree two in H , we know that z ∈ {x; y}. Also observe that x and y each correspond to a clique of G. In particular, it follows from Lemma 1 that H − x and H − y are connected graphs. The shortest yz-path in H − x and the shortest xz-path in H − y must reach z through either the edge a or the edge b. Hence these paths determine induced u to {a; b} paths in G whose lengths have opposite parity. So u is not uniform with respect to {a; b}.
We shall make use of the following forbidden induced subgraph characterization of linegraphs of bipartite graphs. This characterization has been discovered many times (see, for example, the paper by Staton and Wingard [10] , or Harary and Holzmann [5] ). An oddjoin of two disjoint graphs G 1 and G 2 is a graph obtained from G 1 and G 2 by taking an odd edge a 1 b 1 in G 1 and an odd edge a 2 b 2 in G 2 , removing the edges a 1 b 1 and a 2 b 2 , identifying a 1 with a 2 , and identifying b 1 with b 2 . Now we are ready to prove the following composition result.
Lemma 4. An oddjoin of two minimally even pair free linegraphs of bipartite graphs is a minimally even pair free linegraph of a bipartite graph.
Proof. Suppose that G 1 and G 2 are minimally even pair free linegraphs of bipartite graphs, and that G is the oddjoin obtained from G 1 and G 2 using an odd edge a 1 b 1 in G 1 and an odd edge a 2 b 2 in G 2 . We shall refer to the composite vertices of G as a 1 a 2 and b 1 b 2 . Note that G 1 and G 2 are 2-connected by Lemma 1. So G is connected.
To show that G is the linegraph of a bipartite graph it is enough to prove, by Fact 3, that G contains neither an induced claw, nor an induced diamond, nor an odd hole. The diamond freeness of G is a straightforward consequence of the fact that a i and b i have no common neighbor in G i . Since an induced odd hole in G would have to contain both of the vertices a 1 a 2 and b 1 b 2 , this in turn would imply an odd hole in G 1 (and G 2 ), an impossibility. So G does not contain an odd hole. Finally, suppose that G contains an induced claw. Clearly, the claw must contain at least one composite vertex, a 1 a 2 or b 1 b 2 . Because a 1 a 2 and b 1 b 2 are nonadjacent and have no common neighbor, the claw contains exactly one of these composite vertices. If the center of the claw is not a composite vertex, then it is easy to see that G 1 or G 2 also contains an induced claw, a contradiction. Therefore, we may assume that a 1 a 2 is the center of a claw. The three pendant vertices of the claw could not all be from the same G i , since this would imply a claw in this smaller graph. Thus, we may assume that a 2 has two nonadjacent neighbors, x and y; in G 2 that are part of the induced claw of G. In this case, {a 2 ; b 2 ; x; y} induces a claw in G 2 , a contradiction. So, G is claw-free. This concludes the proof that G is the linegraph of a bipartite graph. Now, we show that G does not contain an even pair. Consider two arbitrary vertices u and v of G. If u and v are vertices from G 1 , then there must be an odd-induced uv-path, P, in G 1 . If P does not use the edge a 1 b 1 , then it is also an odd-induced path in G. So we may assume that a 1 b 1 is an edge of P. Since G 2 is 2-connected, there is an induced a 2 b 2 -path, Q, in G 2 − a 2 b 2 . Since G 2 has no odd holes Q must be an odd induced a 2 b 2 -path. Now, the induced path obtained by substituting Q for a 2 b 2 in P is an odd-induced uv-path in G. Therefore, {u; v} is not an even pair of G. The same argument applies if u and v are vertices from G 2 .
So we may assume that u is from G 1 and v is from G 2 . Suppose, to the contrary, that {u; v} is an even pair of G. For convenience, set S = { a 1 a 2 ; b 1 b 2 }. By Lemma 2, there is an even-induced uS-path R 1 in G 1 . Without loss of generality, R 1 is a ua 1 -path. If there were an odd-induced va 2 -path in G 2 − a 2 b 2 , then the concatenation of this path with R 1 would be an odd-induced uv-path in G. Therefore, all va 2 -paths in G 2 − a 2 b 2 have even length. There must be an odd-induced va 2 -path in G 2 , and it must use the edge a 2 b 2 . Thus, there is an even-induced vb 2 -path, R 2 , in G 2 − a 2 b 2 . Again, if there were an odd-induced ub 1 -path in G 1 − a 1 b 1 , then the concatenation of this path with R 2 would be an odd-induced uv-path in G. Therefore, all ub 1 -paths in G 1 − a 1 b 1 have even length. This implies that all vb 2 -paths in G 2 − ab have even length. Combining this with the fact that all va 2 -paths in G 2 − a 2 b 2 have even length, we see that v is uniform with respect to S in G 2 , contradicting Lemma 2. We conclude that G is even pair free.
Lastly, we show that G is minimally even pair free. Suppose that G is a proper induced subgraph of G that is not a clique, say
For i = 1; 2, let T i denote the subset of {a i ; b i } that corresponds to T . We will show that G has an even pair.
If neither V 1 nor V 2 is empty, then for some i ∈ {1; 2},
has an even pair, say, {u; v}; we claim that {u; v} is an even pair in G . Suppose, to the contrary, that P is an odd-induced uv-path in G . Since {u; v} is an even pair in
But then the path formed by replacing Q with the edge a 1 b 1 is an odd-induced {u; v}-path in
, an impossibility. We conclude that {u; v} is an even pair in G .
Next, we consider the possibility that one of V 1 or V 2 is empty, say V 2 = ∅; that is,
Note that since G 1 is minimally even pair free every proper induced subgraph of G 1 − a 1 b 1 has an even pair. Hence, to settle this case, we only need to show that G 1 − a 1 b 1 has an even pair.
Assume that G = G 1 − a 1 b 1 and let {u; v} be an even pair in G 1 − a 1 . We claim that every odd-induced uv-path in G 1 uses the edge a 1 b 1 . Suppose, to the contrary, that P is an odd-induced uv-path in G 1 that does not use the edge a 1 b 1 . Since {u; v} is an even pair in G 1 − a 1 , P must visit a 1 . But a 1 b 1 is an odd edge and P is an induced path, so (N (a 1 ) ∩ P) ∪ {a 1 ; b 1 } induces a claw in G 1 , a contradiction. Hence the claim is true, and it follows that {u; v} is an even pair in
It is easy to verify that the complement of C 6 is a minimally even pair free graph. As an example of Lemma 4, join two copies of the complement of C 6 at odd edges.
Proposition 5. A minimum counterexample to Hougardy's conjecture does not contain a separating stable 2-set.
Proof. Assume, to the contrary, that G is a minimum counterexample to Hougardy's conjecture with a separating stable 2-set, S = {a; b}. Because the pair {a; b} is nonadjacent in G, there must be an odd-induced ab-path in G. The interior of such an ab-path is entirely contained in one component of G − S. Let C 1 be a component of G − S that contains an odd-induced ab-path and set
Since C 1 contains an odd-induced ab-path and G does not contain induced odd cycles with at least ÿve vertices, it follows that every induced ab-path in G 2 has an odd number of edges. Consequently, every induced ab-path in G has an odd number of edges. In particular, a and b have no common neighbors in G.
Consider the graphs G 1 + ab and G 2 + ab. Observe that ab is an odd edge in both G 1 and G 2 . We claim that both G 1 + ab and G 2 + ab are even pair free. Consider an arbitrary pair of vertices {x; y} in G 1 + ab. Consider P xy , an odd-induced xy-path in G. We may assume that P xy must use both a and b, otherwise it is an odd-induced xy-path in G 1 . The ab-segment of P xy (which must be of odd length as proved in the above paragraph) can be replaced by the edge ab to produce an odd-induced xy-path in G 1 + ab. Hence G 1 + ab is even pair free. A similar argument applies to G 2 + ab.
Because
is an oddjoin of minimally even pair free linegraphs of bipartite graphs. By Lemma 4, it is also an even pair free linegraph of a bipartite graph. Therefore G is this graph. Speciÿcally G is the linegraph of a bipartite graph, contradicting that it was a counterexample to Hougardy's conjecture.
Corollary 6. A minimum counterexample to Hougardy's conjecture is at least 3-connected.
Proof. Lemma 1 guarantees no separating clique and Proposition 5 implies no separating stable 2-set.
Corollary 7.
A minimum diamond free counterexample to Hougardy's conjecture is at least 3-connected.
Proof. Use the same proof as the one given for Proposition 5 observing that, in this case because G is diamond-free and a and b have no common neighbor, G 1 + ab and G 2 + ab are diamond-free, so L 1 and L 2 are also diamond-free.
G z is Connected
Using the terminology of Fonlupt and Zemirline, we call an xy-path a z-chain if x and y are neighbors of z; and z is not a vertex of the path. A z-chain P[x; y] is a z-critical chain if no proper subpath of P is an xy-path and P contains an edge uv such that {u; v} ∩ {x; y} = ∅ and N (z) ∩ V (P) = {x; y; u; v}. We shall require the following result; it is one of the main theorems proven by Fonlupt and Zemirline [4] . Fact 8. Let G be a diamond-free perfect graph. If G =(V ; E ) is an induced subgraph of G such that G contains a z-critical chain and G − z − E (z) is connected; then the graph G has a separating clique containing z.
Let G z denote the graph G −z −E(z).
We shall also need the following result proven by Tucker [11] .
Fact 9. A diamond free graph that contains no odd-induced hole is perfect.
It is useful to remember that in a diamond-free graph, the neighborhood of each vertex is the disjoint union of cliques with no edges between these cliques. Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section.
Proposition 10. If G is a diamond-free and minimally even pair free graph; then for any vertex z; the graph G z is connected.
Proof. We argue by contradiction. Suppose G is a minimally even pair free graph with a vertex z such that G z is disconnected.
Step 1: G is perfect.
It is routine to verify that if G is an odd hole then G z is connected, for all vertices z. Therefore G is not an odd hole. Because G is minimally even pair free, G does not contain an odd hole. By Fact 9, G is perfect.
Step 2: Deÿnitions of {Q 1 ; Q 2 ; : : : ; Q k }, g, Q * , and H. Let Q 1 ; Q 2 ; : : : ; Q k denote the disjoint cliques of G−z determined by the neighbors of z. Let C be the set of vertices of a component of G z , and let H be the subgraph of G induced by C ∪ {z}. Observe that C − N (z) = ∅; otherwise the connectivity of G[C] in G z means that H is an edge, so G contains a separating clique, contradicting Lemma 1. Now, for each vertex g of C − N (z), deÿne a binary relation 4 g on {Q 1 ; Q 2 ; : : : ; Q k } by letting Q i 4 g Q j if and only if i = j or Q i separates Q j from g in C. The relation 4 g is a partial order (call it P g ) on {Q 1 ; Q 2 ; : : : ; Q k }. Given a poset P, let f(P) denote the cardinality of the largest principal ÿlter in P. Choose g ∈ C − N (z), so that f(P g ) = max{f(P v ): v ∈ C − N (z)}. Let Q * be an element of P g generating a principal ÿlter with maximum cardinality, and let C g denote the set of vertices of the component of H − (Q * ∪ z) containing the vertex g. Deÿne H to be the subgraph of H induced by C g ∪ Q * ∪ {z}. By deÿnition, H is connected. Also, H is not a clique because {g; z} ⊂ V (H ) and gz ∈ E(H ).
Step 3: H − (Q i ∪ z) is connected, for i = 1; : : : ; k. To see this, suppose to the contrary, that H − (Q i ∪ z) is disconnected, for some 16i6k. Note that
. Consequently, any path in H from h to Q j must also pass through Q * . Moreover, any path in C from h to Q * must be a path in H − z and so must pass through Q i ; hence, Q * 4 g Q j implies Q i 4 h Q j . Since Q i ≺ h Q * , it follows that f(P h ) ¿ f(P g ), contradicting the choice of g.
Step 4: Deÿnition of P and @ H (P).
Recall that G is a minimally even pair free graph and H is a proper induced subgraph of G that is not a clique. Consequently, H contains an even pair, say {a; b}. Let P be an induced ab-path in G. Our goal is to prove that P must have even length, and thus obtain a contradiction with the assumption that G is even pair free. Assume that P has odd length. Clearly P * H , since {a; b} is an even pair in H . So P must exit H . The only way that P can exit H is through neighbors of z; therefore, z ∈ P. Let @ H (P) be the set of those edges in E(P) with the property that exactly one endpoint is in H ; that is, the boundary edges of H that are in P. Clearly |@ H (P)| is even, since P must reenter H every time it exits. Now, P − @ H (P) is the disjoint union of subpaths of P. It su ces for us to show that the total number of edges in these subpaths is even. We think of these subpaths as being ordered linearly according to the order in which they are encountered as we traverse P from a to b.
Step 5: Every subpath of P − @ H (P) that is contained in H and whose endpoints are neighbors of z has even length.
Let P be a subpath of P − @ H (P) that is contained in H and whose endpoints x; y are neighbors of z. Recall that E(z) denotes the edges of G joining neighbors of z. Consider the subpaths of P determined by P − E(z). Note that each subpath must have even length, otherwise it could be extended to an odd-induced cycle of G using z. Therefore, in order to have odd length, P must use an edge in E(z). Suppose that e = uv is this edge, where u is encountered before v as P is traversed from x to y. Let x be the last neighbor of z visited by P before reaching u and similarly, let y be the ÿrst neighbor of z visited by P after v. This segment of P from x to y is a z-critical chain. This z-critical chain lies completely in H: Thus, in this case, H is an induced subgraph of G containing a z-critical chain and H − z − E(z) is connected. Fact 8 then guarantees that G contains a separating clique, contradicting Lemma 1. Therefore, P must have even length.
Step 6: The sum of the lengths of the ÿrst and the last subpaths of P − @ H (P) is even.
Let x be the ÿrst neighbor of z on P as P is traversed from a to b. Similarly, let v be the ÿrst neighbor of z on P as P is traversed from b to a. Be careful to note that P[a; x] may not be the entire ÿrst path in P − @ H (P). A similar warning applies to P[a; y]. The sum of the lengths of P[a; x] and P[v; b] is even because {a; b} is an even pair of H . Therefore, if the ÿrst and the last subpaths of P − @ H (P) do not use an edge in E(z), then the previous observations together with Step 5 guarantees that the sum of their lengths is even. Keep in mind that Facts 8 and 1 together imply that H contains no z-critical chains.
Suppose the ÿrst subpath of P − @ H (P) uses more than one edge in E(z). To avoid producing a z-critical chain in H , the subpath must end at an edge e in E(z). The edge in P that follows e must be an edge from @ H (P). However, all edges in @ H (P) are also edges in E(z) except possibly one edge incident to Q * . Clearly, P cannot contain two consecutive edges of E(z) because it is chordless. Therefore, e must be an edge of Q * and the following edge of P is not in E(z); that is, the following edge is still in H . This implies that H contains a z-critical chain involving the edge e , contradicting Fact 8. Therefore, the ÿrst subpath of P − @ H (P) uses no more than one edge in E(z). The same argument works for the last subpath of P − @ H (P). If the ÿrst and the last subpaths of P − @ H (P) each use one edge from E(z), then Step 5 implies that the sum of their lengths is even. Thus to prove Step 6, it su ces to exclude the possibility that exactly one subpath uses an edge from E(z).
By symmetry, assume only the last subpath of P − @ H (P) uses edges of E(z). To avoid z-critical chains (as in the argument in the previous paragraph), the one edge from E(z) that is used must occur in the clique containing v. Let us say the edge is uv. Let y be the second neighbor of z on P as P is traversed from u to a. Clearly x = y, since P must exit H . Also, the path P[u; y] is entirely contained in H because it is a subpath of the ÿnal subpath of P − @ H (P) (see Fig. 1 ).
Order vertices of P[a; x] from x to a, so that if r; s ∈ V (P[a; x]), then r ¡ s means that r is closer to x than to a along the path P[a; x]. Similarly, order vertices of P[b; y] from y to b. From among the shortest paths in H connecting V (P[a; x]) to V (P[b; y]), choose one whose endpoints are smallest according to the previously mentioned orderings; call it R. Set {r 1 
We remark here that R may contain vertices that are neighbors of z. The choice of R guarantees that the path L formed by concatenating P[x; r 1 ], R[r 1 ; r 2 ] and P[r 2 ; y] has no chords. If v6r 2 6b, then L contains a z-critical chain in H , so Fact 8 implies a separating clique in G, a contradiction; therefore, y6r 2 6u: Deÿne r 2 to be the neighbor of r 2 on R (possibly r 2 = r 1 ).
Case A: N (r 2 ) ∩ V (P[v; b]) = ∅. Set w 1 = min v6w6b {w ∈N (r 2 )} and w 2 = max y6w6u {w ∈ N (r 2 )}. The hypothesis of Case A guarantees that w 1 exists. The other vertex w 2 exists because r 2 is a neighbor of r 2 and lies in the segment of P between y and u. The general case is illustrated in Fig. 2 . For convenience let be the length of the segment P[r 2 ; y] modulo 2, and let ÿ be the length of R modulo 2. Because L is an induced even length path, it follows that the length of the segment P[r 1 ; x] is + ÿ modulo 2. The path formed by concatenating P[x; r 1 ], R[r 1 ; r 2 ], r 2 w 2 ; and P[w 2 ; u] is also induced and even. This implies that the segment P[w 2 ; u] has length modulo 2. By symmetry, the length of P[w 1 ; v] is also modulo 2. Therefore, the length of the induced cycle uv, P[u; w 2 ], w 2 r 2 , r 2 w 1 , P[w 1 ; v] is 2 + 3 ≡ 1 (mod 2). Because G contains no induced odd holes, we conclude that = 0. However, = 0 implies that w 1 = v, w 2 = u, and r 2 = y. This means that r 2 cannot be a neighbor of z because it is simultaneously adjacent to vertices of distinct cliques in the neighborhood of z, namely y and u. So the set {r 2 ; u; v; z} induces a diamond, a contradiction. has length Â + ÿ + + 1 + ≡ 1 (mod 2), contradicting that {a; b} is an even pair in H .
Step 7: Every subpath of P − @ H (P) that is contained in G − H and whose endpoints have neighbors in H − z, has even length.
Suppose to the contrary, that there is some odd length segment of P that is disjoint from H with endpoints x and y satisfying
Because a subpath of P must have even length if its endpoints are its only neighbors of z, it follows that E(P[x; y]) ∩ E(z) = ∅. Suppose that e = uv ∈ E(P[x; y]) ∩ E(z). Choose P[x ; y ] to be the shortest odd length segment of P that is disjoint from H with endpoints x and y satisfying N (x ) ∩ V (H − z) = ∅ = N (y ) ∩ V (H − z) and {x ; y } ∩ {u; v} = ∅. Let K be the maximal clique of G containing {u; v; z}. The clique K is one of the Q i 's. Our goal is to prove that K is a separating clique for H , thus contradicting Step 3 and completing the proof of this step. To obtain this goal, we recall that by assumption, x and y have neighbors in H − z. Choose x ∈ (H − z) ∩ N (x ) and y ∈ (H − z) ∩ N (y ) that minimizes their distance in H − z. Observe that x = y because x and y are contained in di erent Q i 's. Now let us assume, to the contrary, that H − K is connected, so there is a shortest x y -path R in H − K. Note that R is chordless.
We claim that R has even length. To see this, observe that if R uses no edges from E(z), then R is even because a subpath of R must have even length if its endpoints are its only neighbors of z. On the other hand, suppose R does use an edgeê from E(z). Ifê is not incident to x or y , then one can see there must be a z-critical chain in H , a contradiction. Without loss of generality,ê = x w. Note thatê∈E(z) implies {x ; w} ⊆ N (z). If x ∈N (z), then wx ∈E, and we can replace x with w; contradicting the choice of x and y . Otherwise, x ∈N (z) which implies thatê∈E(Q * ) and x ∈ H . This implies that H contains a z-critical chain. So R does has even length.
Because R has even length, the length of P[x ; y ] plus the length of R is odd. So, there must be a chord in the odd cycle produced by P[x ; y ] ∪ R; otherwise, G would contain an induced odd cycle. Since this chord is not incident to either u or v; one can see that it would imply a shorter odd length segment of P that is disjoint from H with endpoints x and y satisfying N (x ) ∩ V (H − z) = ∅ = N (y ) ∩ V (H − z) and {x ; y } ∩ {u; v} = ∅. This contradicts the choice of P[x ; y ], therefore K is a separating clique of H; as desired.
Observe that E(P) is the union of @ H (P) and the edges in the subpaths of P −@ H (P). Now |@ H (P)| is even, so it remains to consider the edges in the subpaths of P −@ H (P). Steps 5 and 7 show that all subpaths of P − @ H (P) -except the ÿrst and the lasthave even length.
Step 6 then implies that P has even length. Since P represents an arbitrary induced ab-path in G, the pair {a; b} is an even pair of G, contradicting that G is even pair free.
Main theorem
We are now in a position to prove Hougardy's conjecture for diamond-free graphs. Our proof relies heavily on the characterization of perfect diamond-free graphs given by Fonlupt and Zemirline [4] .
Fact 11. If G is a perfect diamond-free graph; then at least one of the following is true:
(i) G is a bipartite graph; or (ii) G is the linegraph of a bipartite graph; or (iii) G has a separating clique; or (iv) G has a separating stable 2-set; or (v) G contains a vertex z such that
• z is in at least three maximal cliques; and • z is contained in at least one triangle; and • G z is disconnected.
We now put the pieces together.
Theorem 12. Suppose that G is a diamond-free graph. If G is minimally even pair free; then G is an odd hole or the linegraph of a bipartite graph.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that G is diamond free, minimally even pair free, di erent from an odd hole, and not the linegraph of a bipartite graph. We can choose G with this property and the smallest order. Because G is diamond-free and does not contain odd holes, Fact 9 shows that G is perfect. So, by Fact 11, one of (i) -(v) must happen. Because bipartite graphs have even pairs, (i) cannot occur. By assumption (ii) does not occur. Lemma 1 guarantees that (iii) does not occur. Since G would be a minimum diamond free counterexample to Hougardy's conjecture, Corollary 7 shows G must be 3-connected; hence (iv) does not occur. Finally, Proposition 10 implies that (v) does not occur. This gives the desired contradiction.
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